Egress Intelligent Email
Security
The only email security platform that stops both inbound and
outbound risks.
People get hacked, they make mistakes, and they break
the rules. Human-activated risks are surging, putting
sensitive email data at risk and, ultimately, harming
reputations and revenues. Legacy technologies and
approaches cannot keep pace, relying on
rules-based approaches that either cannot detect
today’s sophisticated attacks or fail to cater for the
complexities of human error.
Our Intelligent Email Security platform uses machine
learning technologies and applies them to the human
layer in order to mitigate the risk of a potentially costly
email security incident.

Caution: External email
Caution: First time sender
Caution: This email shows signs of impersonation
This email shows very strong signs of phishing

Stop targeted email attacks

Keep data safe

Detect the most sophisticated attacks that
slip through SEGs.

Secure email flows with easy and
appropriate encryption.

Avoid email security incidents

Protect reputations and revenues

Send the right sensitive emails to the
right recipients.

Transform security into a competitive advantage.

Delivering end-to-end email security
Our Intelligent Email Security platform uses a combination of zero-trust models, linguistic analysis
and machine learning to detect targeted phishing attacks, prevent outbound email data breaches,
and dynamically apply the right level of security to every email. Our platform has three key modules:
•

Egress Defend for stopping today’s most sophisticated inbound email threats

•

Egress Prevent for sending the right sensitive email content to the right people

•

Egress Protect for securing email content with the appropriate level of encryption
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Empowering users with real-time learning and usability
Unlike traditional, network edge solutions, we wrap disruptive
technologies around people to spot and flag email security risks in
real-time, such as email spoof attacks, compromised accounts, or even a
wrong sensitive attachment in an outgoing email.
The technology clearly and simply explains why there might be a concern
so that employees can actively learn in the moment and identify future
security incidents themselves, ultimately serving as a first line of defence
for your organisation.

Top five features
1

Linguistic analysis

2

Machine learning

3

Zero-trust models

4

Full mobile support

5
“The response to Egress has been hugely
positive. When we first went live, we heard
water-cooler conversations where people
said how much value it was already adding,
particularly with regards to determining correct
email recipients.”

Detailed analytics and
reporting

Visit www.egress.com for
more features.

PHIL RUELLE, CHIEF DIGITAL OFFICER, BDO JERSEY

Detailed analytics
that uncover risks and
prove ROI
Our comprehensive, in-built
reporting capabilities enable SOCs
and Administrators to dig into
what’s driving risk across both
inbound and outbound email flows,
cutting through the noise and
giving the intelligence they need
to proactively identify key sources
of risk faster, target training where
it’s needed, and respond with
remediating action.
The analytics also highlight the
number and types of breaches
stopped, meaning you can
demonstrate gains across your email
security posture and prove ROI.

For more information please contact your account manager or
call 0203 987 9666
About Egress
Our mission is to eliminate the most complex cybersecurity challenge every
organisation faces: insider risk. We understand that people get hacked, make
mistakes, and break the rules. To prevent these human-activated breaches,
we have built the only Human Layer Security platform that defends against
inbound and outbound threats.
Used by the world’s biggest brands, Egress is private equity backed and has
offices in London, New York, and Boston.
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